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THE INTRODUCTION OF A DIGITAL COMPUTER ON BOARD
ESRO SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES

M. A. PERRY
EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANISATION

European Space Technology Centre, Noordwijk
The Netherlands

Summary   ESRO requirements for a stored program general purpose digital computer for
use on board satellites are discussed, and a machine which fulfils these requirements is
briefly described. This computer has an ADD time of 2.8 microseconds and uses a 16 bit
word. Power consumption is estimated at 10.6 Watts and mass is expected to be below
5 Kg.

The interface between the computer and the telemetry and telecommand system is
discussed, and problems foreseen in reprogramming the computer in flight via the
spacecraft telecommand link are briefly exposed.

Introduction   The late sixties brought an interest in the advantages which a stored
program digital computer had to offer scientific satellites. A number of satellite computers
are known to have been studied 1),2),3),4),5),6) 7), although not all have finally resulted in
hardware as yet.

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of some typical machines of European origin. Apart
from the unanimous choice of a 16 bit word length, these computers are all very different
from each other in concept. Against such a background, the ESRO requirements in terms
of satellite on-board computers were considered and uses to which these machines can be
put have been examined.

Initial Considerations   A satellite computer should not overburden the mass and power
budgets of the host vehicle. Tables 2 and 3 compare data for three representative ESRO
scientific satellites which have been studied at various times. Note how in Table 2 the on-
board electronic systems occupy around 17 per cent of the total mass. Table 3 illustrates
the typical power budget allocation. On this kind of rough basis we concluded that a useful
satellite computer should consume no more than 10 Watts and should weigh not more than
5 Kg. with 4096 words of memory.



Additional requirements, derived from the operational constraints, were the need for in-
flight reprogrammability, in-flight checkout capability, and memory dump. It was also
desirable to he able to protect certain zones of memory from being overwritten by the
computer itself, although overwriting could take place by telecommand. A 16 bit word
length was chosen because of the degree of flexibility which this choice offered in the
machine design.

Since such a machine was intended for a variety of missions a fair degree of expendability
and flexibility was also needed.

Definition of the Computer System   In late 1970 the definition of the architecture
through an analysis of likely on-board tasks was commenced. Tasks considered included:

i) Data reduction and Data Compression algorithms such as Interpolators, Predictors,
Fast Fourier Transform, and some others.

ii) Collection and processing of digital scientific data using algorithms for pulse height
analysis, spin synchronous demodulation computation of averages, etc.

iii) Use of the computer for monitoring housekeeping data, telemetry encoding and
command decoding.

iv) Attitude Control of a satellite.

v) In-flight reprogramming and checkout.

Candidate architectures were evaluated in the light of their ability to carry out
representative groups of the tasks outlined above. This work has been reported in full
elsewhere.8). The principal conclusions of the study were that the machine should have the
following features:

S 16 bit word length;

S add time of 2.8 microseconds;

S two accumulators and one index register were sufficient;

S the control unit should be microprogrammed to enable the instruction set to be easily
modified from one mission to another, if necessary;



S the use of a plated wire NDRO memory would save power and could possibly
enhance reliability.

A summary of the specification is given in Appendix I to this paper.

A general system block diagram is shown in fig. 1. The system is organized around a
single parallel bus which carries data between memory and the central processor unit. Data
transfers along the bus are controlled by a Transfer Unit (T.U.), which acts as a “traffic
policeman”. A unit requesting access to memory signals the transfer unit and awaits
authorisation to proceed. If requests occur simultaneously from two units, the transfer unit
resolves the conflict according to a hardwired priority network. The transfer unit also tests
the memory address against the predetermined addresses of protected locations, and sends
an interrupt to the central processor unit (C.P.U.) if an attempt is made to overwrite data in
a protected area, the memory write operation being inhibited.

The memory is not only accessed by the central processor but also by Direct Memory
Access units. One of these is used for in-flight reprogramming, and obviates the need for
the C.P.U. during this operation, since programs transmitted from the ground are input to
memory through this unit.

A second D.M.A. unit is provided to output memory data to the telemetry system for
transmission to ground. This is required either for normal telemetry purposes, or whenever
a full memory dump has to be performed.

By altering the design of the Transfer Unit only, extra operational blocks may be added to
the system to serve as redundant spares, or to provide multiprocessor capability (Fig. 1b).

A block diagram of the C.P.U. is shown in Fig. 2. Only data paths are illustrated and all
data transfers are 16 bit word parallel.

A quite detailed consideration of the hardware necessary to build the computer has
indicated that the mass target of 5 Kg. can be easily met with very well established
techniques and a significant reduction in mass should be possible without undue difficulty.
However, the power budget is likely to exceed the target of 10 Watts by a few hundred
milliwatts assuming the use of low power T.T.L. and an N.D.R.O. plated wire memory
using power switching. Mass, power and reliability estimates are given below assuming
redundant units are switched off when not in use.



Weight, Volume and Reliability of Different Configurations

Configurations with
duplicated units

Weight
(Kg.)

Volume
(litres)

Typical
power (W)

Reliability (100% duty
cycle)

12 mos. 18 mos.

1- No redundancy
2- T.U.
3- CPU
4- TU + CPU
5- MEM
6- CPU + TU + MEM

5.0
5.2
5.9
6.0
7.1
8.2

5.5
5.6
6.3
6.3
7.4
8.4

10.6 at
100%
operating
cycle
1.9 for
stand-by

0.888
0.893
0.924
0.926
0.931
0.974

0.840
0.844
0.888
0.895
0.897
0.959

Telecommand & Reprogramming   The computer outlined above is probably not
sufficiently reliable to be used as the sole means of decoding telecommands on board the
satellite, and the use of a hardware decoder is preferred. A link between the telecommand
decoder and the computer via the telecommand D.M.A. unit can be used for the following
purposes:

S Memory load by telecommand, i.e. reprogramming.

S Output from memory to the command decoder of stored commands originating in
the computer as the result of a decision process.

The computer may be reprogrammed in flight using a digital command system conforming
to the ESRO PCM Telecommand Standard 9) since this takes advantage of an already
existing reliable link. The reliability of the inflight reprogramming operation is thus
principally determined by the reliability of the command system.

The PCM Telemetry Standard provides a total of 6 command modes of which Modes 3
and 4 are principally used. Mode 3 commands provide 16 bits of data which may be
addressed to 256 locations in the spacecraft. Mode 4 commands provide 24 bit words
exclusively for the use of the on-board computer.

To program the memory, via the appropriate D.M.A. unit, data is sent using the 24 bit
Mode 4 command, where 16 bits are used for memory data, leaving 8 bits for address. To
overcome the limitation of the 8 bit direct address, memory is divided into sectors of 256
words and access to a particular sector may be gained by transmitting a mode 3 command
to define the 8 most significant bits of the address. In this way up to 64 K words of
memory may be directly addressed. Access to certain memory sectors may be further
protected by the use of ON/OFF commands to enable the acceptance of certain sector



addresses. The command rate is between .94 and 15.6 commands (or memory words) per
second.

Reliability of Program Transmission   The reliability of the program data loaded into
memory depends upon the bit error rate of the telecommand link. A program will consist of
a block of commands where one command is sent for each word of program, and thus a
rejected command which results in the ommission of a program word is just as
troublesome as an incorrectly received command, since both may cause the program to-
function incorrectly.

Suppose a block of N words is sent to the spacecraft by telecommand. If Pr is the
probability that a command will be rejected and Pe the probability that a command will be
received in error, then the probable number of incorrect words in the block will be n1,
where

n1 = N (Pr + Pe) (1)

If after having sent the block once, the complete block is retransmitted a second time to
overwrite the data originally received, a large proportion of the voids in the block due to
commands rejected during the first transmission will probably be filled. Three causes of
error may arise during the second transmission:

S an incorrect word is loaded;

S a void remains unfilled due to a second rejection of the command;

S an incorrect word received during the first transmission is left unfilled due to a
further command rejection during the second transmission.

After completion of the second transmission the probable number of incorrect words left in
the memory will be n2, if errors occur randomly and independently, where

n2 = N (Pe + Pr (Pe+Pr)) (2)

If the block is transmitted k times, then nk is the probable number of words in error, where

nk = N (Pe (1 + Pr + .. + Pr
k-1) + pr

k) (3)

If Pr is much less than unity, this approximates to

nk = N (Pe + Pr
k) (4)



The table below shows the probable number of incorrectly received words as a function bit
error probability at the receiver output where a block of 4000 words is transmitted. Values
Of Pe and Pr are given for the case of the ESRO PCM Telecommand Standard assuming
the use of an ideal coherent PSK detector. For operational purposes a further 2dB margin
would be added.

Program Transmission Error Probabilities

Signal to Noise
Ratio at Receiver
Output

Command Probabilities Probable No. of Incorrect Words in
block of 4000 words

Pe Pr n1 n2 n3

4 dB
6 dB
8 dB

10 dB

3x10-5

5x10-8

    10-10

    10-10

0.8
0.25
0.02
3x10-4

3200
1000
    80
      1.2

2560
  250
      1.6
3.6x10-4

2048
    62.5
3.2x10-2

1.1x10-7

In low noise conditions a single transmission of the program would suffice where time is
limited, otherwise two transmissions would be advisable. Where high noise conditions
prevail, the largest cause of error is due to words being rejected by the command decoder
and further transmissions of the entire data block do not offer any significant benefit. A
simple method to discover voids in the transmitted program is to dump the memory content
back to the ground for comparison, but this has two disadvantages:

S new errors may be introduced by the down link;

S it may be time consuming if the telemetry bit rate is low.

Some time may be saved by performing an on-board check on the memory content of the
computer with the computer itself using a utility program stored in Read Only memory,
and only sending to ground a report of the memory locations whose content should be
corrected.

The time taken for program loading will depend on the chosen command rate, but since the
fastest rate will allow transmission of 4000 words in 4.3 minutes no serious problems
should arise unless a satellite has a very low orbit and is only in view of the ground station
for perhaps 15 minutes or less.



Operational Procedures   It is perhaps stating the obvious to say that only fully proven
software should be sent to the satellite. Programs are assembled on the ground in absolute
binary form and then prepared into a command block for transmission to the satellite.

Although by no means mandatory, it is highly desirable that the computer should not be
performing a vital function during the reprogramming operation,in order to lessen the risk
of incorrectly received address bits misdirecting data into the working portion of the
memory,with uncertain consequences. To commence reprogramming a command is sent to
interrupt the computer and force the execution of an orderly shut down routine which ends
with a HALT instruction. HALT not only stops the CPU, but switches it into a stand-by
condition, leaving the interrupt circuits powered, in order to recommence operation on
receipt of an interrupt.

An on/off command enables the Telecommand DMA unit and the program is transmitted.
When the transmission is complete, a further command interrupts the computer and causes
the CPU to be powered again. This interrupt forces execution of a routine to check
memory contents for errors and transmission of a report to the ground. When the program
is checked out satisfactorily, a further command is sent to interrupt the computer to
commence execution of the new program.

Computer Generated Commands   Commands may be generated by the on-board
computer as part of its control function. There is some advantage to be gained by using the
command distribution system already in the spacecraft by sending computer generated
commands back to the command decoder using the original command structure. A total of
28 bits must be provided, 4 bits to indicate the chosen command mode and 24 bits to
indicate the command itself.

At least two words of 16 bits are required to output a command and a further word is
needed to signal execution of the command. Since six instructions are needed to execute a
command (3 load accumulator and 3 output accumulator) the risk of an unwanted response
to a spurious instruction is lessened.

Fig. 3 illustrates the data transfer process in a schematic way. Although termed a direct
memory access unit, the Telecommand DMA is really a hybrid since computer generated
commands are output through the Input/ Output channel by the CPU. Command words
pass to and from the decoder as a serial bit stream. When a command has been received by
the decoder it is distributed through the spacecraft.

Some measure of security can be gained by preventing the computer from either calling
certain command modes or by determining certain bits in the command word by 



hardwiring. This will effectively ensure that critical commands can only be sent from the
ground.

Telemetry Interface   The telemetry interface functions as a conventional direct memory
access unit, which is used for block transfer. The unit is initialized by two data words:

1) defines the number of memory words in the block to be output;

2) defines the starting address of the block.

When the unit is enabled, it scans automatically through the block outputting data until the
last word has been sent. On completion of the transfer, an interrupt is sent to the Central
Processor Unit to signify that the block transfer is complete.

For operational reasons it is convenient to be able to initialize the Telemetry DMA unit
either by the Central Processor unit under program control or by telecommand, using
Mode 3 commands. This latter facility avoids use of the Central Processor and is useful for
memory dump and trouble shooting procedures.
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Appendix 1

Computer General Characteristics   The computer is a stored program, general purpose
digital computer having the following basic features:

Operation : Binary, parallel

Word length : 16 bits

Memory : 16 bit word (excluding parity bits) expandable in
blocks to a maximum of 65536 words capacity

Instructions : Single word, single address instructions

Instruction Set : Full arithmetic and logic capability, shift/ rotate
provision, interregister transfers, conditional and
unconditional branching

Program Interrupt : 16 interrupt request lines expandable in blocks of 4

Input/Output : 512 Program controlled channels and also Direct
Memory Access Channels

Addressing Modes : 9 bit fixed page, indexed, indirect, immediate

Control Unit : Microprogrammed, 1.4 µS cycle

Typical Execution
Time : Load/Store 2.8 µS

Add/Subtract 2.8 µS
Multiply 28. µS



Table 1 - European On-Board Computers

A B C D E

Power Consumption (Watts)
Mass (Kg.)
Memory Capacity

Word Length (bits)
Number of Instructions
Serial or Parallel

12
3.5

4K ROM
1K ROM

16
52
P

8
8

28K RAM

16
21
S

5
2.8

4K RAM

16
23
S

4
5

8K RAM

16
29
S

14.5
10

8K RAM

16
43
P

Table 2 - Mass Budgets

GEOS HELOS SOREL

Probable Launch

Electronics
Solar Array
Remainder

Total

Electronics % of Total

1975

25.3
10.5

114.2

150.0

17

1978

39.2
6.2

151.6

197.0

20

1980’s

46.2
32.0

206.8

285.0

16

Kg.
Kg.
Kg.

Kg.

Table 3 - Power Budgets

GEOS HELOS SOREL

Telemetry, Tracking, Command
Attitude Control System
Experiments and Miscellaneous

Total

20.9
24.5
36.8

82.2

53.0
26.0
8.5

87.5

96.0
4.8

46.2

146.0

W
W
W

W



FIG. 1a   ON BOARD COMPUTER SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGRAM

FIG. 1.b   SIMPLE REDUNDANT OR MULTIPROCESSOR CONFIGURATION



FIG .2   CENTRAL PROCESSOR UNIT BLOCK DIAGRAM

FIG. 3   TELECOMMAND, D. M. A. INTERFACE




